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A Meettng
RetweenBrothers

The last few years haqse seen ct r€-dssessment of the k,nu,tiledge hetdby the indigenuts peopl"es

of the world, and a desire to understand traditional ways of Life md the wisdom they contain.
One oJ the mast exciting possibilities to emerge from this reaiaal is of a synthesis, mtd a real dialogue,

between mtcient and.contemporary mades of latowl"edge. In the following articles, we introduce

two wa;ys in which this possibility is currently being presented to us.

Indigenous
Science

PamelaColoral,a

Pho to gr aph b y F r ank Herrmutn

Dr Pmnela Colorada talks to Jane Carroll

R PAMELA COLORADO was born an Oneida
Indian, meaning 'people of reality' (called by
white settlers the 'Iroquois') of the tribe of
Ongwehahwe ('the people of the long.standing

rocks'), and was brought up on a reservation in the state of
'STisconsin. She was one of the first Indian women to attend
an American university, taking a degree in Social Sciences
at the University of lTisconsin in Milwaukee, where she was

the only native person in a student body of over 20,000. She
went on to do doctoral work at Harvard, studying alcoholism
in the native communities. It was during her doctorate that
she began to take an interest in her indigenous culture, and
to attempt to integrate within herself native and Western
systems of knowledge.

She has since made a special study of the ancient
American rock carvings and their meanings, and ln 1989
founded The lTorldwide Indigenous Science Network. !7ith
a membership whlch includes tribal elders, scientisrs, artists,
academics and other professionals, the Network aims to forge
links between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples
throughout the world, researching and reviving the ancient
forms of knowledge which the tribal peoples still hold.
Amongst the many schemes scheduled for the next few years
is a research project into the great migrations which the
Indian peoples undertook in pre-history, trying ro correlate
the accounts given in the oral histories of the tribes with
modem archaeological discoveries.

Dr Colorado now teaches at the University of Calgary in
Canada. Jane Carroll spoke to her during a recent visit to
the Institute olNoetic Sciences in Califomia.

7n
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How did the Network for Indigenous Science start?

The idea had first come to me whilst I was doing my doctoral
dissertation rn L977. At that time, I was having grear diffi-
culty communicating with my doctoral committee. I had
excellent instruction, and it was a really demanding curricu.
lum, but I could not communicate in the way that was
expected. One day I was sitting in my apartment in
Cambridge, and it came to me that it was nor just that, as

native people, we look at life differently. Even the way we
present the knowledge and come to the knowledge is totally
different from the 'Western way. Then I heard myself say out
loud: "lt's almost as if we have a science of our ownl" And as

soon as I thought it, or heard myself say it, I realised that that
is what needs to be said, because up until that time it was

only the W'est which could have science. The rest of the
world's cultures could have culture or philosophy, but it
wasn't considered that anyone else could have science.

Of course, a lot of what is in the native American world.
view, or indigenous world.view, falls beyond what we would
normally think of as science in a western sense - although
there are some things that could be considered directly paral-
1e1; for example, the knowledge that native people have
about the environment. But it was because I felt that our
view is so much broader that I felt it was a good thing to call
it 'science'. Knowing something about the history of science,
I knew that westem science is in the process of struggling for
its third revolution - revolution in the sense of Thomas
Kuhn's definitionl - so I thought that maybe by calling
indigenous knowledge 'science', there was a possibility of
making a bridge between it and western knowledge.

Another consideration was that one can still see, every.
where, the destruction of native lands and tribal people. The
people have never been able to find a voice to stop this
destruction. This is perhaps because of the language that we
use; not only because of actual linguistic differences, but also
the way we have been educated and learnt to communicate
with western people. For instance, we have had available to
us the language of anthropology, because in the past anthro-
pologists were the only educated people that ever spent time
with us. But these people were clearly not doing the job of
preventing the annihilation, for even in the 7Os it was
becoming clear that things were getting very dangerous;
there was worry about the survival of tribal people globally
and about the survival of the planet.

So my feeling was, that if I could find a way to talk about
the native sciences, and about how much fuller and richer
they are in many ways than western science, perhaps the
western scientists would see something that they could leam
from. Then maybe they would get involved with us, and then
maybe they wouldn't kill us anymore. I thought of it that
simply, as a protection - not only for indigenous people but
also, perhaps, for all people.

Cwt you say in what way indigenous knowledge is 'science'?

When I looked around at what I had learnt through my edu.
cation, I asked myself what, in western society, carries the
weight that our indigenous knowledge does in ours? \,Mhat is

Plrunid of the Swr, Teoahuacan, Mexico.

Cowtesy Peter Newark's Western Americcma

equivalent in terrns of the value that we put on our knowl-
edge systems, including the ritual and all that's in it? I con-
cluded that it had to be science, not religion or philosophy,
for it seemed to me that science is held in such high esteem

in the west. Since we hold our knowledge system to be spiri-
tually based and, in a sense, spiritually driven, I wanted to
find an equivalent knowledge system in the west that would
be capable of 'carrying the weight of God'. And again it
looked like science to me.

If you want definitions of what indigenous science is: some

people have cailed it natural science, others have called it
life science, some have called it woman science, but for my
own purposes, I go back to scienslscientia, which means 'to
know' in its largest sense. Native science is a way of bringing
people to a higher knowledge, and one of its goals is to bring
us to the GiiLai -'the still quiet place'. In other words, our
religion and our spirituality are built into it. Another thing
that can be said is that native scientists, through their rituals
and songs, etc. are working all the time with energies - the
energies of the earth - in a way which is just as precise as the
way westem scientists work.

How haue people responded to the idea of indigenous science/

ln 1977, it seemed as if I had a tremendous nerve to think
that tribal people would have anything at all to contribute to
western knowledge, and I was considered quite radical.
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People said they were interested, but they did not want to served within family structures, and move to the personal
know more. Although even then there were a few who said, domain of our own hearts. Thirdly, native tribes would stop
this is really good stuff, have you written about it? Of course I the cycle of international gatherings and as a result, the
hadn't, because I had not worked out any way of knowledge would become scattered to all the directions.
talkingabout it properly. So nothing much happened until It was said, at that time, that only two things would stay

two or three years ago. By that time, the environmental crisis open - we would keep our languages alive, because so much
had deepened, threats to the survival of tribal people had knowledge of our ancestors is in that; and secondarily we

sharpened, and the attention given to certain environmental would keep our spiritual contact with the Great Spirit, and
issues like the rainforests and the problems in Brazil had that would stay open always. It was understood that this lay-
focussed the world's attention a little on tribal people. Then, ering of activity would encode teachings on our conscious-
in 1987, along came the Brundtland report. It is rather weak- ness, just as the ancients carved their knowledge into rocks.
kneed as far as tribal people are concemed, but at least the And llke the rocks, the knowledge or consciousness can be

commission's report says: go and learn from indigenous entered into, now, only with the correct 'key'.
people, because they are the last reservoirs of the knowledge I have a document which records this prophecy, which I
of how to live sustainably with the environment. Of course, found in Mexico City just last February. In it are the words of
they did not do anything about seeing that it would happen Cuautemoc, one of the last Aztec chiefs. Cuautemoc had the
or make any suggestions about how it could come about. But job of standing in front of the thousands of people and deliv-
it was from there that the inspi-
ration came for the Network.

One thing that is important
to add is that if I had tried to do
this work before now, it would
not have happened, because in
tribal peoples' view, especially
in the Americas, it wasn't
appropriate to talk about certain
kinds of knowledge. They were
considered secret; we just didn't
share them, not among tribes
and definitely not with the
westem world.

Is tfure is a specific reason for this?

Yes, at least in the Americas. I haven't checked it out in the
other parts of the globe. In our oral ffadition, it is said that
there was a very definite decision made, at some point, not to
talk, not to share our knowledge. I did some research recently
into where that policy originated, and found that it was in
Mexico at Tenochtitlan in 1521.

You see, people knew then, through our scientific prac-

tices, that we were entering a time they called the Dark Sun,
which would go on for 468 years. During this time, con-
sciousness would go through darkness. In fact, around that
time it is recorded that there was a flare-up of solar activity
with enormous sunspots. These sunspots, which were visible
to the naked eye, made the sun look black.

Prior to the arrival of the Dark Sun, the spiritual and sci-

entific community prepared the people. These preparations

were four or five fold. The first was that the sites of knowl-
edge - such as the py,ramids and the petroglyph sites that dot
the Americas - those traditional universities would be

closed, and the knowledge would no longer be recorded; nei-
ther written down in the case of the Aztecs or Mayans, nor
enacted in the big cenffes of ritual, like the pyramids. This is

why, when the white people came, they found so many of the
ancient sites apparently abandoned. Secondly, the people
were told that the ancient teachings would have to be pre-

Many people still assume that the native peoples of the
Americas always lived just as the new wave of Europeans in
the 1500il1600s found them. But that is not true. W'hat they
found were people who were under attack, and who were
implementing the instructions they had been given for sur-

vival through the Dark Sun. For instance, at the time of con-
tact, many of the native communities had become pallisaded,

stockaded villages, and people weren't mixing with each

other anymore. !7hen they did mix, the contact was often
hostile.

k had been diff erent befor e this time?

Oh yes. According to our oral history there had been many,

many contacts, not only between the different peoples of
North and South America, but also across the Pacific Ocean
and across the Atlantic Ocean. There were established trade-

routes, and ways of exchanging knowledge. The contacts
began to be different in the 1500s. For instance, I come from
a tribe up in the north-east, by the Great Lakes, and my
people used to come down to Mexico City for what we might
today call 'conferences' - policy-making sessions - about
every six years. These were attended by peoples from all over
the Americas, and also by tribes which came over the Pacific

ering the horrific prophecy of

oursunhashidden. , ., :[Tt#li:,J'Tiltr;*:
Our sun has disappeared from sight. , .,

And m complete darkness
;-i;ril;;;:- for the next 400 years. The

d;;,; that it will rerurn again. reason that such a document

That once agaia it will emerge exists is that the Spanish had

and will shed its light on u$ anew. already arrived in Mexico City,
and there was a Catholic priest

But while it is there in the place of Silence present at the gathering, who
let us quickly rcunite, let us embrace one another. recorded it. lt is written in
And in the center of our being let us hide Spanish and Nahuak, which is
allthatourheart loves. ,., Art.. language; after I found
and which we know to be a great treasure. ir lasr year, I brought it back to

Exrrortfrantlw*urlationof &euiginalprophecy, North America and had it trans-
givenl2thAugustll2l ,inTercchtitlan,Mexco. lated. It is a very powerful and

moving speech.

1.2
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Ocean by boat. They stopped after 1521.
A11 this is in our oral history. But I know, being a westem-

trained scientist, that if I tell someone it is in our oral his-
tory, they'll say, prove it. Well, one of the evidences of all
this - in addition to the written document - is that amongst
our surviving traditions, is the reading of wunpurnbelts.
These are beaded belts made out of shells, and they are a
couple of thousand years old. They are mnemonic devices,
used to trigger your mind, and they're memorised; people
who read those belts are trained from early on to be able to
do it. After I heard about this prophecy in Mexico, I visited
one of my chiefs and asked whether it was true, and whether
there was the degree of migration and contact which I have
described to you. And he saidr Yes, it fits. I was really huppy,
because I had validated it in a traditional way.

Do you haue ury explnnation for wlry the choice was to keep that

knowledge mdergrotndl

Oh yes, they're really clear about that. It was for protection.
They didn't want it to fall into the wrong hands: it was too
sacred and too powerful.

Was Mexico in some way a centre in that period for the native
peoples in the North of America, so that a statement made there

coul.dhaue effect tlwoughout the contirlent?

Yes, but this is another thing that's tricky to understand.
Because some parts of our knowledge system can be said to be

very intuitive, people that weren't there knew it any,way, and
felt it, and they were preparing themselves.

Then they said that after the 468 years there would be a
new sun, which started in approximately 1987. This is in the
Aztec calendar. You see my people from the Great Lakes
come from the Aztec people, from that migration. Other
native people have a similar prophecy: they may not have
put it in mathematical form, but they'll tell you in another,
maybe symbolic, fashion.

'lVhat 
is prophesied at the end of the Dark Sun is that the

condor (ie the land of the South Americas) and the eagle
(the land of the North Americas) will be re-united, and the
knowledge of the earth - and you must understand that when
we say 'the earth' in our language, we don't just mean the
physical earth, we refer to something which you might call
'energy'- the knowledge of the earth will come out again and
the knowledge that we have will become whole. The ancient
knowledge will rise again, only this time the key to it is inte-
gration, and we have to do it with'a11 the directions'.

One way of understanding 'a11 the directions' is that these

are the colours of the races of man. As the fragments of
knowledge start to come out, we will meet people, and each
will have a certain piece, and as we put them together they
will start to become whole again. You see, during this Dark
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Sun, the knowledge has become fragmented. Many people

don't realise that the different tribes do not even understand

each other any more. I can understand most of the Iriquois
peoples, because they speak dialects of my language, but I
cannot understand our neighbours, the Sioux, except for a

few words. This is important because all of our languages
(there are more than 1000 in North America) contain both
'universal' words and unique local words. Indians love to
hear each other's language, because it gives us the chance to
discover how, by what kinds of words, we are united and how
we are different.

When you nlk about the larowledge coming oLLt now , I nke you

to me&n not the formallatowledge that was repressed or hidden

foru htmdred Jears ago, but the spint of the knowledge?

Yes - although I would call that'formal' knowledge' Vrhat's
more formal than that?

I meut that rather thm't being l<nown through a f ormal ritual, now

it might take other forms. For exwnple, the uideo you show to

introduce theNetwork menions thttt modern technologl has

taken us to the moon cmd given us a uiew of the eonh as a singb

whole. The indigenous people have alway had this kind of knowl-

edge of the earth, but ithas takenhighly ana\tical technology to

bringitback to us. This uiew of the emthis becoming akind of
icon for otn ttmes, mtdit seems to be a combiningbetween the

two knowledges.

Except, a man named Frank !7hite, who is a space scholar

and a writer, wrote a book called 'The Overview Effect'2 in
which he talks about what happened to the astronauts when
they went into space. Some of them had what I suppose

would be called profound spiritual conversions. !7hite calls

the experience of looking down on that which we know as

separate things, and seeing that it is all one, 'the universal
insight'. Then he goes on to talk about 'the overview effect';

which is that it isn't just that you are standing back from
what you see, but at the same time you recognise that you are

a part of it. He wonders if we could find some way of creating
the possibility for human consciousness to be transformed to
this state without blasting everybody into outer space. It is

very destructive of the environment to create those ships, we

don't have the resources, and not everybody wants to be an

astronaut.
Combining this with things that I have read from Thomas

Berry and other environmentalists, I have come to feel that
the biggest problems that we face in terms of the earth, and

the whole of humanity, cannot be tackled by technology. We
have the'technology now to do the job - to heal the earth -
but what matters is the attitudes that we carry in our minds

and in our hearts. A transformation in world-view needs to

occur.
So, how to provide opportunities for large numbers of

people to achieve 'the overview effect' and 'the universal
insigh'? That is the question if the earth is to survive. And it
is here that I feel that native science has something to really

contribute.

Could you give an exwnple of the sort of sciennfic projects the

N etwork is wtdertaking?

Yes, but first 1et me provide some background. In our oral

history, which we would estimate goes back more than
30,000 years, it is described that there were four periods in
the past when the earth was created and destroyed' One was

destroyed by fire, another by wind, another by ice and

another by water. This information is recorded on the petro-

glyphs in the Americas, for example, as well as in story form.

The petroglyphs are interesting to mention here, because of
the questions they give rise to, such as, when were they made

and why were they made?

At each time, in each one of those worlds, there was the

situation in which humanity had some great lesson to leam,

and every time there was a mistake made. Sometimes there

were warnings, or people could see that they were making a

mistake but were unwilling or unable to rectify the error, and

then nature herself made an adjustment. The greatest thing
that we can accomplish in our science and in our lives is to

be in balance with the universe, ultimately. But each time, in
these worlds, people made mistakes which led to the destruc-

tion of the world.
I have done some research into these four worlds in associ-

ation with a man called Hanson Ashley, a Navajo medicine

man and a transpersonal psychologist. We wanted to know
how we could begin to talk about the concept of worlds to

the \7est, and developed the hypothesis that they could be

described as the evolving consciousness of humanity (and

when I say 'evolving', it has to be understood that it is more

like a'revolving' consciousness, because as native people we

don't look at things linearly, going from one point in a

straight line to another). !7e also wanted to be accurate in
what we said; we didn't want to distort knowledge in an

Rock caruings (petrog\ph:) portraying the daily Liues of the Hopi

Indians . The uertical footpnnts indicate trauel to the N orth or South

The stlle of the symbols con identifl them with a paracuku clan.

Pho to gr aph b y Kw t Michael W e s termrLnn I F o u e a
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mfudset * thc l<nwiledge

tlwt'is neces sW
if we are to create a

healclry r elati,otrslrjlp with
tlte earth.

effort to communicate across cultures, so Hanson spent time
talking to the elders about the nature of the worlds. He now
has a detailed history of each of them - and this includes the
specific teachings or leamings which were of each world.

The elders agreed thar you could, indeed, think about the
worlds in terms of human consciousness. But the situation
was more complicated than we had thought, for Hanson also
found out that the people did not learn the real lessons

within the worlds, but that in between the worlds, there was
a cycle of twelve. This cycle of twelve - I don't know how
many years that was - was the time when humanity had to
do things to put itself in accord again - in accord with life, or
with the natural world, however you want to say it. The four
worlds were not the worlds of 'man', but were worlds in
which nature herself went through her growth, challenges,
transformations and realignments to come into balance.

So, if we are interested in discovering how to create a shift
in attitude, which is necessary now in order to save the
planet, and how to move from western thought to native
thought, we also have to understand what happened between
those worlds. What happened that somehow saved the day
and permitted humanity to move into another world - or
one could say, another form of consciousness? And how did
our ancestors' choices accommodate
or block the earth's natural evolu- .t
tionl ... th€

W'e11, many things happened, but
one of the primary events was a
joumey or a migration. These jour-
neys can be described as wayfinding,
and it was during these great move-
ments or migrations that knowledge
of how to live in balance with the
earth was recorded in the original
rock carvings and petroglyphs.

mindset. We are inviting our white brothers and sisters, the
scientists, to join us in this because we believe that this is

something we are meant to be doing. As native people that's
enough, that we have a vision to do it. In my case, it refers

back to a vision that I had at a ceremony in Arizona in 1984,

when the spirit of wayfinding came into the ceremony and
touched my life in a way that set me on this path. But the
problem that we faced was how we would be able to talk to
the \Uest about it.

Is this where yow interest, in the great Polynesiut jowneys

comes in?

Yes. But before I go into that, I want to talk about the confi-
dence level that's generated by indigenous science.
Confidence is a big issue in science. In westem science, the
confidence that people have in it depends on how accurate it
is, how likely it is we can replicate it, etc. It was confidence,
for example, that brought Columbus to the Americas in the
first place - confidence in the navigation instruments which
allowed him to go out of sight of land for the first time in
European history. He got to the New \7orld because he knew
how to use them, whilst none of the other sailors that were

with him did. They wanted to
mutiny, to throw him overboard, but
they didn't dare because they were
out on the ocean, with no landmarks
to go by, and Columbus knew the
navigation.

In the same way, there is a confi-
dence that can be engendered by
indigenous science. For example, the
Navajo people have an extremely
short life-span, about fifty years of
age. Their average annual income is
probably still not much more than
about $2,000 - so in an economicThis is aliteral wayfaring?

Yes and no. The literal wayfaring is only one kind; but many
things were happening simultaneously. It was a time when
people physically moved around on the earth or on the
water. They moved in a pattemed way; it wasn't just any old
way, for they knew they were going to some place for a spe-

cific reason. They were usually led by someone; someone
who had the inspiration or vision of where to go. The case of
the Navajo is interesting, because one of the people who led
them, I think it was after the flood, was a woman, who is
referred to in the histories as !7hite Shell Changing Woman.

As the people moved about, there were lessons that they
learned, mistakes that they made, risks that they took and
out of those experiences they learned rituals, songs and
strategies that prepared them for movement into the next
cycle.

One of the things that the Indigenous Science Network is

working on now, is to recreate some of these migrations. It is

important to understand that when I speak of re-creating the
migrations, it is not so much recreating the exact joumeys
and the steps; what we want to recreate is the protocol, the

sense, they live very marginalised lives. But when we first
thought about re-creating these joumeys, Hanson went back
and talked with the medicine man who had run the cere-
mony in which I had had my vision, and spoke of all the
things that had unfolded since then and asked him about it.
Specifically, he asked about White Shell Changing'W'oman's
joumey, in which she led the Navajo people from where they
lived in the South-!7est over to the coast here in Califomia,
to the Pacific Ocean. There, they met Indians who were
ocean-going, who could build canoes, and they showed the
Navajos how to navigate and what to do. The Navajos sailed
to the farthest island in their joumey and then came back.

Hanson discussed with the elder the possibility of recreat-
ing this migration. In the light of all I've said about the
Navajo's lifestyle today, one might have expected the
response to be - but how do we do it? !7here will we get a

grant, who will back us? But actually, the response was: well,
we have stories and we have the charts to guide us, it
shouldn't be too much of a problem. That's the kind of confi-
dence that's engendered.

This illustrates as well how powerful indigenous science is,
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in the sense that it contains and is able to pass on informa.
tion through thousands and thousands ofyears by its oral tra.
ditions. In contrast, how long do we think that most of the
knowledge that we have today will last? We have very pow-
erful computers, but even with them, the models change all
the time, and if the electricity fails because of some kind of
calamity or disaster, the knowledge is gone.

But the kind of knowledge that Jou are speaking of is uery

different from that of modern teclmology.

Yes, indeed. So in order to communicate with'Westem sci-

entists, we have to give them a bridge, or an opportunity, to
look again at these ancient forms of knowledge. And to do
this we need models, and as far as the migrations and the
navigation goes, it turns out that there is a good, existing
example, and that is the case of the Polynesians.

For, in 1976, the Polynesian Voyaging Society was estab-

lished. Its first task was to recreate a tradirional double-
hulled Polynesian voyaging canoe that would be capable of
trans-oceanic voyages. Building the canoe - 'Hokule'a' -
revealed some startling facts. Firstly, there were no trees left
on the Hawaiian Islands that were big enough to make such
a canoe, so Hokule'a could not be traditional; it would have
to be a performance accurate replica which used some fibre-
glass instead of wood. Secondly, they discovered that there

were no Hawaiians who knew how to navigate in the tradi-
tional way. So they began to search and eventually found
Mao Piailug from Micronesia, an elder who still knew the
traditional methods. He was brought to Hawaii, to work with
a young Hawaiian native, Nainoa Thompson. Nainoa drew
from Westem and indigenous sciences. He studied satellite
weather charts and astronomy, and then he studied with
Mao, who used stones to teach what our ancestors had
known.

The result of this integrated education was the 1976
voyage of Hokule'a from Hawaii to Tahiti. This voyage was

accomplished without the benefit of any instruments or
charts. In 1985, on a subsequent voyage from Rarotonga to
New Zealand, a distance of 1700 nautical miles across open
sea, Nainoa steered a course which was only 100 miles far-
ther than the shortest distance possible between the two
points, The only reason for the extra miles was severe
weather conditions.

The interesting question is, how did he do itl !7e11, that
gets to something I think Frank \X4rite is talking about when
he describes the overview effect. As native people, we leam
to train our minds from the time we are children, to be cen-
tred where we are, grounded in reality, and see all the signs

that are around us. For the purposes ofnavigation, it is neces-

sary to see the roll of the waves, the movements of the fish,
the birds and the winds, etc. In addition, you have to have
the ability to project yourself out, 'to see what it's not possi-

ble to see'. I'm just leaming this mysel( but I know that it is

an ability that our people have known for thousands of years,

and still practice. Now our task is to see that this mental
acumen, this capacity of 'the good mind', is not lost. And the
reason why we've been talking about this today is that the
wayfinding mindset, the ability to project ourselves out, is

the knowledge that is necessary if we are to create a healthy
relationship with the earth.

There obuiously is a major dichotomy between indigenous science

and westem science. Do yu see westem science as something

that has gone wrong, or do you see that it's pwsued a particulm
path which is perhaps unbalnnced but which is not wrong in itself?

That's a difficult question, because it's got so out of hand
that the temptation is to say that it was an experiment that
failed. I don'r know if it's failed or it hasn't failed. But I can
say from a traditional perspective that when we describe the
form that the migrations took, for instance across the
Americas, it is a cross within a circle; a cross lying on its side.

Our ancestors always knew about linear thought, but it was

linear thought contained in a circle of light. The Hopi
prophecy, which is written on their petroglyphs and which
they ritually re-enact in their cycle of ceremonies every year,

tells us that what needs to happen is that the knowledge of
the white brother needs to be united with the earth knowl-
edge of the native person. What da Jou thinkWestem scientists

or ury of us should be doing in a principial way? Obuiously we

should be lemning to teke care of the earth much better than we

are, buthow?
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lUell, for example, two physicists asked me in Germany, "Dr.
Colorado, what would you recommend if we were to do our
science differently?" One thing I said was that I think scien.
tists should extend their calculations to seven generations. I
asked them what they thought they would find out if they
did that, and they admitted that the results would be very
different. That's one really simple thing they could do. Well,
perhaps not so simple.

To expond their horizons. . .

Exactly. And ln other directions. If you talk to scientists,
you'll find out that most of them have deeply moving
moments of creativity and inspiration which they say that, at
the present time, they're not allowed to discuss or to bring
into their science. They have to act as if it doesn't happen,
and as if all of their hunches, which may tum out to be right
or to be wrong, were just manifestations of sheets of calcula-
tions. So another thing that would be good is for them to
begin to create forms where they can talk about the other
levels of knowing. Some people of course have already begun
this - David Bohm, for instance.

I ask scientists to join us at any level. I have researched

the journeys in a western way - I've researched it many ways

- and I've had a lot of contact with different kinds of westem
scientists, from archaeologists to physicists.

It does seem that there is a uery narrow focus to much of 'Western

science , and an wwillingness to aacept oral history , or mythology .

Bohm makes the point really well. He says that since
Einstein, we continue to practice our science as if he hadn't
said what he said; and probably that vein of science, that par-

ticular very focussed approach to knowledge, will continue.
'!7hat we see happening, I suppose, is that new streams of
thought and science are appearing now. It's from these that
I'm looking for solutions, not only cross-scientifically but also

globally. In a way, I think science has already begun this, or
at least the scientists have already begun; that's why a place

like the 'lnstitute of Noetic Sciences' in California exists;

that's why Bohm does the work that he's done for so many
years. There is group of 'scientists for peace', and many scien-

tists are looking for new ways. I have a lot of hope.

Is there a way, from tlte natiue Amencwt perspectiue, to look at

the cataclysm that occu:ned for you in the kxt fow hmlred years?

Is there a way in which it has meaning?

If you think back what I had said earlier about the Dark Sun,

nobody said that it was the Dark Sun because of the coming
of the Europeans. The Europeans had come thousands of
years earlier (there are evidences of very early contact which
I won't go into now) but then the relationship was different.
\(/ho tells the sun how to move? Not the Spanishl

'We don't like what's happened, we surely didn't want it.
On the other hand, that's life itself; that's the cycles of life.
Perhaps the best way to say it is that we really value accom-

modation as a universal principle - accommodation to life is
more important than judging what needed to happen. Now
what is important is that we are entering a new sun,

1. Thomas Kulm'The Structwe of Scientific Revolutions' , Uniuersity of

Chicago Press, 1979 .

2. Frank White'The Oueruiew Effect', Houghton Mifflin, Boston,

1987.
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